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Itinerary
DAY 1- DEHRADUN TO RAITHAL (7-8 Hours Drive)

This day we start our journey early morning from Dehradun.
The drive takes around 8 hours to reach the base village -
Raithal. It is a beautiful village situated 32km away from
Uttarkashi. The entire route to the village is filled with forests
and mountains on one side and its falling shadow on the other.
For the most part of your journey, you travel parallel to the
Bhagirathi River at your side. If you make it to Raithal before
sunset, then you can witness the beautiful sunset of your life
over Mount Jaonli and Draupadi ka Danda.

DAY 2- RAITHAL  TO GUI (4-5 Hours)

After a delicious and healthy breakfast, we start our trek from
the base village to our next campsite - Gui. The trail to Gui
passes through the beautiful stretches of rhododendron and
oak trees. If you are coming here in summer or spring you will
be mesmerized by the lush green views of the forest. After
around an hour of trek, we land into a vast clearing amidst the
forests. Sun can be pretty harsh here so make sure to carry a
hat and sunglasses. On the way to the campsite, you would be
also seeing majestic mountain views and peaks like Mt. Jaonli,
Mt. Srikantha, Mt. Gangotri, etc. The campsite at Gui is
located in a small clearing surrounded by forests. You will
spend your night here on the open meadow in a tent.



Again after a healthy breakfast, we start our trek to the Dayara
Bugyal. After walking for some time, slowly the mountains start
appearing in the front which was hidden by the meadows.
Today the trek is very short as compared to the remaining
days and it has gradual ascends till the campsite. You will be
awestruck to see the Dayara meadows. These meadows are
pristine and vast and are the most beautiful alpine meadow in
India. You can walk around the campsite, make sure not to go
anywhere without informing your guide. The day comes to an
end with a delicious hot dinner served in the campsites.

DAY 3- GUI TO DAYARA BUGYAL (3-4 Hours)

DAY 4- DAYARA BUGYAL TO DAYARA BUGYAL TOP AND BACK   
 (2 Hours)
Today we will do our last stretch till Dayara top. After walking
for some time, you will find the forest disappears and you are
into a vast stretch of lush green lands with mountains
surrounding it. From Dayara Bugyal top you can see many
peaks such as  Srikanth, Rudregaira, Gangotri I, II & III, Jaonli,
Draupadi ka Danda I & II, Black peak, Bandarpunch, and
many other unnamed peaks. After strolling for around an hour
we descend back to the Dayara Bugyal and bring an end to
the day.

DAY 5- DAYARA BUGYAL TO BARSU (5-6 Hours)
Barsu village sometimes acts as a starting point to this trek.
Many trekkers start from Barsu and end up in Raithal. Today,
we get down to Barsu. Barsu is well connected with motorable
roads, and if you wish to do this trek by yourself then you can
start from Barsu as well. After reaching Barsu, have your
meals, take a rest, explore the village, interact with the locals,
and spend rest of the day in leisure.



After having the last healthy meal of the day from our end, we
bid goodbye to all our trekkers and wish them all the best for
their journey ahead. There are tempo travellers or cabs waiting
outside the homestay to receive you and drop you back safely
to Dehradun. This day will be a bit emotional as you will have
to leave your friends who were there with you every time in
last few days and became a part of your remaining life. 

DAY 6- BARSU TO DEHRADUN ( 6-7 Hours Drive)

THINGS TO CARRY:-
Torch/ Headlamp
Trekking Shoes
Rucksack of at least 50ltrs
Personal Medical Kit
Poncho/ Raincoat
Photocopy of Valid ID Cards (ADHAAR
CARD or  VOTER CARD or DRIVING LICENSE)
1 Passport photograph
Thermal Jacket
Mask and Sanitizer
2 Trek Pants
3 pair of woolen socks
Down Jacket
Polarized Sunglass
Waterproof hand gloves
COVID negative report (not mandatory) 
Woolen cap
Muffler/ Stole
Sunscreen, Towel, Water Bottle
Diamox 
Soaps, Toilet Papers
Printed Medical Certificate and Declaration
form issued by The Happy Trekkers

 




